In this work, we present the first successful demonstration of a non-contact technique to precisely measure the 3D spatial characteristics of laser induced surface damage sites in fused silica for large aperture laser systems by employing Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). What makes OCT particularly interesting in the characterization of optical materials for large aperture laser systems is that its axial resolution can be maintained with working distances greater than 5 cm, whether viewing through air or through the bulk of thick optics. Specifically, when mitigating surface damage sites against further growth by CO 2 laser evaporation of the damage, it is important to know the depth of subsurface cracks below the damage site. These cracks are typically obscured by the damage rubble when imaged from above the surface. The results to date clearly demonstrate that OCT is a unique and valuable tool for characterizing damage sites before and after the mitigation process. We also demonstrated its utility as an in-situ diagnostic to guide and optimize our process when mitigating surface damage sites on large, high-value optics.
INTRODUCTION
The laser system being built at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) utilizes 192 fused silica lenses to focus 351 nm light onto a deuterium-tritium fusion target. The thicknesses of the lenses can vary from 18 mm to as much as 54 mm over a 40 cm rectangular aperture. These lenses will be exposed to mean fluences as high as 8 J/cm 2 and local peak fluences of >14 J/cm 2 . Surface damage in fused silica is known to initiate in this fluence range. 1 Once initiated, damage will grow exponentially, in diameter and depth, upon further exposure. 2 Many techniques have been developed to mitigate the growth of damage, extending the lifetime and operability of high-value fused silica optics. 3 The most effective technique has been removal of the damage by a combination of melting and ablation produced by a tightly focused 10.6 µm beam from a CO 2 laser. Mitigation of damage sites as large as 300 µm in diameter with cracks 150 µm deep were successfully mitigated using fast-scanning galvanometers to move the 10.6 µm laser beam in a spiral pattern over the damage site. 4 Mitigation by this technique was observed to be almost entirely ablative. That is, successful mitigation required removal of material to the deepest cracks.
Development of new protocols to mitigate damage sites larger than 300 µm in diameter has been hindered by a lack of information about damage site subsurface cracks. One technique for studying subsurface features is to use a conventional microscope to view a damage site artificially created on a specially prepared thin slice of fused silica. The microscope is focused along the thin direction of the sample to obtain a side view of the damage site. The working distance of a conventional microscope makes this measurement impossible on the large aperture NIF focusing lenses.
The geometry of surface damage on large aperture lenses further complicates the problem of optical inspection. If the inspection instrument is oriented to measure the subsurface cracks from the surface of the optic on which the damage is located, then the probe light must penetrate through the finely grained silica rubble which forms the damage pit. The light scattering properties of this rubble prevents front side viewing using techniques such as laser scanning confocal microscopy.
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Accurate profiling of subsurface cracks can be accomplished by back side viewing of the surface damage through the bulk of the silica. For thick NIF focusing lenses, the optical inspection instrument is required to have a minimum working distance of 5cm. In order to accurately choose ablation mitigation parameters, the resolution of the damage site profiles needs to be less than 25µm. Resolutions larger than this may still yield information valuable to mitigation, but at the expense of inexact ablation protocols.
Optical coherence tomography is a 3D profiling technique used primarily in medical imaging. It provides cross sectional images of tissues and media which are partially opaque. It has found application in many clinical specialties, including intravascular and retinal imaging. Cross sectional imaging of laser damage using OCT has been previously reported.
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This paper describes the use of an OCT instrument 6 for the purpose of 3D profiling surface damage sites in fused silica. The OCT is found to meet the profiling requirements for the purpose of mitigating thick NIF focusing lenses. The layout of the instrument, its characteristics and operation will be reported. Data analysis which leads to accurate 3D profiles will be discussed. Experimental results will show that the OCT profiles compare accurately with side-view microscopy.
OCT INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATION
A schematic diagram of the OCT instrument chosen for its long working distance is shown in Fig 1. The important components of the interferometer design are: a wide bandwidth super luminescent diode light source, a variable, highspeed optical path length (OPL) scanning device, a fiber coupled measurement probe and a photodiode detector with associated electronic filtering, data acquisition and digital signal processing (DSP). Interference fringes occur when the optical path length (OPL) of light traveling in the reference and sample legs of the interferometer are nearly the same. The bandwidth of the super luminescent diode light source determines the OPL range over which interference can occur. For an 80 nm bandwidth diode, the full-width-half-max (FWHM) of the interference peak is measured to be 20 µm. Artifacts inherent to the OCT system generate interference side-lobes with signal levels of the order of 1% of the peak interference signal at distances extending 100 µm from the peak. Sidelobes from bright features have the potential of masking the signal from weaker features (see Fig. 2 ). Data analysis techniques must therefore be developed to filter these side-lobes in order to achieve the required signal sensitivity. A unique optical device constructed out of rhombic prisms scans the OPL 7 (see Fig. 3 ). It allows rapid collection of data at a rate of 300 axial scan-lines per second. Each line consists of the interference signal as a function of distance along the optical axis of the sample probe lens (Fig. 2) . The data collection system uses a photodiode to sample the optical signal at 1 µm intervals over a distance of 4 mm surrounding the focus point of the lens. The beginning of the collection region can be adjusted to measure a region of interest.
The lateral resolution of the instrument is determined by the diameter of the spot generated by the focus lens. This diameter varies from 25 to 30 µm over the 4-mm axial region of interest when the focus spot is centered on this region. Three-dimensional profiles are obtained by simultaneously scanning the probe lens in x and y with a pair of translation stages. Axial data lines are collected as the probe scans in x, thus producing an x-z cross-sectional image (see Fig. 4 ). The lens then moves one step in y and the x scan is repeated. The collection of cross sectional images results in a volume measurement.
The overall process time depends on many factors. Two main parameters are easily adjusted: the size of the region of interest and the number of measurements made in each dimension. The scans presented here have a 2 mm x 2 mm x 1mm region of interest, with data collected at 1 µm intervals in all three dimensions. This results in 4 billion measurements and takes 2 hours to collect. 
ANALYSIS OF CROSS SECTIONAL IMAGES RESULTS IN A 3D IMAGE
Our analysis technique reduces the signal from a cross-sectional image to a set of point locations. Each point is approximately a 25 µm square and corresponds to an important feature in the measurement plane. The features of interest are damaged material, and subsurface cracks which scatter or reflect light into the interferometer. The location of the undamaged surface relative to the damaged material is also of interest. Each feature scanned by the OCT generates an interference signal which differentiates it from the undamaged material.
The side-lobe pattern of the OCT signal from a feature was calibrated using the signal generated by the polished surface of a fused silica sample (see Fig. 5 ). A family of calibration curves as a function of the peak amplitude was obtained by tilting the sample to vary the amplitude. Figure 5 shows a family of calibration curves for the OCT signal from features of a sample with different scattering properties. These curves were obtained from the signal produced by the polished surface of a fused-silica sample.
This family of calibration curves was used to recover the point locations of the features from the raw intensity data. For any particular x-y location on the sample, the recorded axial intensity as a function of position along a vertical line through that location in the cross-sectional image, is the sum of the OCT calibration signals corresponding to features on that line. The range of signal amplitudes of the features is large enough to cause the side lobes of one to have an amplitude equal to or greater than the peak amplitude of another feature. This prevents simply converting the peak locations into point data.
A simple algorithm was implemented in the data analysis to convert the signal from each vertical line in a crosssectional image into a list of point locations (see Fig. 6 ). The algorithm begins by finding the location of the largest peak in the line. The x-y-z location of this peak is saved. The intensity of the peak is then used to pick the correct calibration curve, which includes the main peak and side lobes. The calibration curve is registered to the peak in the line and subtracted from the data, thus reducing the signal from that feature below the background level of the line. This process is repeated for the next largest amplitude peak and so-on, iteratively until all peaks are below a threshold value. This threshold level is determined by measuring the standard deviation of the background signal for each line in a region which is known to have no features. The threshold value is set to 6 times the measured sigma. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of applying the feature location algorithm to a cross sectional image. The vertical lines to the left of the 500 µm x-axis position have been reduced to binary data, each point corresponding to a feature.
COMPARISON TO MICROSCOPY VERIFIES ACCURACY OF OCT PROFILING OF DAMAGE SITES
We evaluated the accuracy of the 3D profiles of subsurface damage measured from the backside with OCT by comparing them with measurements of the same damage made with conventional microscopy. This was accomplished by generating the damage on a thin strip of fused silica that allowed conventional microscopy from two orthogonal directions. The usual longitudinal direction coupled with the side-view direction gave information about the shape and morphology of both surface damage and subsurface cracks (see Fig. 7 ). 
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Damage was generated by focusing a 355 nm wavelength pulse of light on the surface of the fused silica. The spot size was 75um with a fluence which varied between 50 and 200 J/cm 2 . This process creates damage which has varied amounts of subsurface cracking suitable for comparing OCT and microscopy.
The OCT scans of the damage sites were acquired from the back side at a working distance of 5 cm. The transverse area covered was a 2-mm square, and the axial region of interest was 1mm long extending from just above the surface to well below the damage site features. The scans collected data at 1 µm step size in all three dimensions. In order to improve signal to noise levels of the faintest subsurface features, the data was averaged into 5µm bins in the transverse direction. The microscope images were collected with a standard 10x objective and scaled using a calibration reticule. The OCT data was rotated and plotted to match the viewing direction of the microscope.
The comparison between the standard longitudinal microscope image is visually comparable to the projection of the OCT data onto the xy-plane (see Figs. 8 and 9 ). The crack starting in the lower left of the microscope image at (-200, -200) is seen from the OCT data to extend from the surface downward into the bulk toward the center of the damage. This type of crack is known to be shallow, and the OCT data reveals that it is located in the 0 to 50 µm depth region. The radial crack extending in the 2 o'clock direction at (175, 200) is located at a depth of 200 µm in the OCT image. The depth of this crack is impossible to determine from the microscope image.
The comparison between the side view microscope image of the damage site is comparable to the OCT data projected along the same viewing direction. The deepest crack is 300 µm below the surface and is located at the same transverse position in both the microscope image and the OCT plot. The crack which occurs at a depth of 250 µm and at a transverse location of 200 µm in the microscope image, appears to be two cracks in the OCT plot. This is due to blurring caused by one of the overlapping cracks being out of the microscopes focus plane. The OCT data allows the study of features which are out of focus or overlapping in traditional microscopy. 
SUMMARY
OCT is a powerful diagnostic useful for studying damage in fused silica. It can provide full 3D profiling of the features of a damage site. Mitigation of damage, a topic of importance at NIF, is becoming more dependent on knowledge of the morphology of the damage and subsurface cracking. The optics of interest at NIF have large apertures and are thick. The major benefit of OCT over other inspection techniques is that it has a long enough working distance to look through the bulk of thick optics while maintaining high resolution. This allows measurement of subsurface cracks not obtainable by any other known technique.
The time required to profile a damage sites is minimized by using an instrument which measures at high duty factor. We demonstrated a commercial instrument that utilized scanning rhombic prisms with a 90 percent duty factor providing 300 axial line-scans per second. The raw measurements were refined by applying a simple algorithm using the characteristic shape of the OCT signal. The refined measurements result in a profile which can be plotted with any chosen viewing angle. The inherently three dimensional nature of the OCT data is as accurate or in many respects superior to traditional microscopy.
OCT is still a rapidly developing technique. The total time to acquire and process the OCT data presented in this work is 4 to 6 hours per damage site. Other instruments in development may greatly reduce the scan time to the point where data could be taken in situ and in real-time. 8 Measurement of the damage profile as it changes during CO 2 laser mitigation is an example that would be highly valuable to optimization of the damage mitigation process.
High-resolution 3D imaging of surface damage sites in fused silica with optical coherence tomography [6720-64]
Q Since this is an interfermetric technique, if you have any problems with birefringence, or if you were looking in silica or something else, is there some mitigation technique for that?
A In terms of fused silica, we don't have to worry about the birefringence because fused silica is not very birefringent, there has been some work doing OCT KDP and some of my colleagues are working on that, but I haven't tried it. The problem is polarization, so potentially you could imagine just aligning it with the crystal access so that you don't have birefringent effects, but I haven't tried it.
Q How long does it take to make the typical measurement? I suppose it depends on the scanning parameters?
A In the two damage sites that I showed, a one micron scan of the one micron over a two millimeter squared area took about two hours total. But it really depends on the size of the damage and how much information you need. I tried to make the best scan as possible for the presentation.
Q Is it possible to import that?
A That's where the high speed developments come into play. In terms of this instrument, the scan time is dominated by how fast you spin that arrangement. The faster you spin it, the quicker the interference of a particular feature appears on the diode and then leaves. So you can see that there are some signal-to-noise issues. So the faster you spin that thing the less signal to noise you get. So there's a balance between the speed of measurement and the signal to noise. In order to improve the signal to noise, you have to scan more steps. So it's really a balancing thing.
Q Have you thought about looking at using polarization to identify any residual stresses left after the damage event that would propagate the fractures further?
A The cross-polarized stress measurement technique is pretty common; I know there are people that doing that. I don't think that this instrument would be particularly will suited for that application.
Q In terms of in-situ real time, I can see some real utility. How soon could this be, maybe five years away?
A I'm not so up on other technologies, they use gratings and they take full cross sectional imaging at the speed of a CCD camera. I think there are publications on that technology and I don't think its five years away. It may happen soon, especially if someone finds an application for it.
